TRACY BRANNIGAN

ACTION PLAN
Let Tracy’s be the last death in custody
• Tracy Brannigan died in prison on Monday 25 February 2013.
• T
 racy should never have been isolated from her friends’ support by being placed in
a ‘high needs’ cell when she was clearly under the influence of drugs.
• H
 ad proper services been provided, such as drug rehabilitation, intervention, dry
cell and sufficient monitoring, Tracy would still be alive today.
• T
 racy should have been able to use her time in prison effectively, but instead she
was left frustrated without access to education and a computer.
• T
 he inquest into Tracy’s death failed as it lacked the legal support prepared to
investigate and expose these issues and link them to similar past cases.
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1. Introduction
Tracy was found dead in her cell at Dillwynia Correctional Centre on Monday 25th February 2013. The
cause of her death was a suspected drug overdose. Tracy was due to be reviewed for parole in late
March 2013, which, if granted, meant she would have been released in May 2013.
After her death, Tracy’s next of kin gave Justice Action (JA) permission to ask questions of Corrective
Services NSW (CSNSW) to ensure Tracy’s life was not lost in vain and to prevent this happening
to other women serving custodial sentences. On numerous occasions during Tracy’s last term of
imprisonment, she wrote to JA indicating that she wanted to work with the organisation to assist in the
advocacy of prisoners’ rights and similar services being undertaken by JA. In one such communication,
she stated that she “just needs the knowledge as to how to do that”. Tracy made it known that she
intended to be a voice for women prisoners. She was a champion of women’s rights in prison and
deserves her wish to bring about change. This document carries on that responsibility.
In the month leading up to her death Tracy was placed in segregation and was under constant
supervision, after having been charged with possessing a container used to avoid a positive urine
test. She was further placed on sanctions for this offence. Over a period of six to eight weeks she
was required to provide several urine tests. These specific tests are used only when prisoners are
suspected of drug use. Clearly, the authorities were aware of Tracy’s history with drugs and suspected
that she may have been using drugs during her imprisonment.
These concerns were reflected on the afternoon of Sunday 24th February 2013 during the final visit
that Tracy would ever receive in custody. Out of the 20 women to receive visitors that afternoon, Tracy
was the only one wearing overalls. She was also placed in front of the visits section, directly under a
surveillance camera, with prison officers on either side. These are prescribed actions taken when prison
authorities suspect drug use. Moreover, it has been stated by her visitor, Ms Armstrong, that Tracy’s
movement and slurred speech showed that Tracy was drug affected during the visit.
The suspicions of the prison authorities were indeed justified, as Tracy had previously overdosed whilst
in custody only some four months prior to her death. Had CSNSW taken practical steps to address
Tracy’s suspected drug use, she would be alive today. The irony is that, at the time of her death,
Tracy was locked in the ‘high needs’ facility of Dillwynia Correctional Centre serving out the punitive
restrictions placed upon her. Tracy was in a cell with another prisoner on remand, Lauren Lee Ironside,
who was also incarcerated for drug related offences. Later, four syringes were found in their cell.
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The inquest into Tracy’s death demonstrated an institutional disregard for her, her family and the future
welfare of prisoners. It was clearly seen as only a legal obligation, but that no blame should be laid or
change required. A clear example of this was when the Public Interest Advocacy Centre (PIAC) who
represented Tracy’s family at the inquest, and the Coronial Advocate working together, blocked Tracy’s
family and JA access to the files of witnesses’ statements. This prevented any examination of the brief,
as would be required to prepare evidence in response or raise cross-examination.
PIAC also originally demanded $25,000 from Tracy’s family for representation at the inquest,
highlighting the difficulty of legal representation for prisoners’ and their families. After JA’s intervention,
PIAC retracted the demand. PIAC had been asked by JA to present the case, due to their history in
deaths in custody cases.
In the opening address of the inquest, Tracy was described as a ‘career criminal’ who ‘swapped sex for
drugs’. This ensured that from the beginning of the inquest, Tracy’s life was depicted as a life of little
value, characterising her death as inconsequential. Tracy’s family were appalled by these comments,
however PIAC failed to comment on the inappropriateness of such remarks. Moreover, during the
inquest, Deputy Coroner McMahon refused to accept first-hand witness accounts of Tracy’s drugintoxicated state during her last visit with Ms Armstrong and Tracy’s cellmate, relying instead on the
account of prison officers. McMahon also chose to accept the evidence of Dr Perl, who having never
met Tracy, relied on security footage without audio to conclude that Tracy was not intoxicated during
her final visit. When this video was shown at the inquest, family and friends immediately identified Tracy
was intoxicated, however they had not been called to give evidence.
During the inquest, Tracy’s family put forward three recommendations: the need for better access to
education, more attentive care for known drug users and further training for correctional officers. The
Coroner ignored the Brannigan family’s recommendations as well as the Tracy Brannigan Action Plan.
He exonerated CSNSW and Justice Health.
The Minister for Justice Greg Smith, CSNSW and Justice Health were sent that action plan. It
recommended a variety of preventative measures aimed at ensuring the optimum protection and safety
of women in prison, but was ignored. The Brannigan family was left without responsive legal services
and a proper investigation into Tracy’s death. The purpose of this document is to present the changes
needed, as a standing campaign, to prevent more tragic deaths like Tracy’s in the future.
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2. Tracy Brannigan Action Plan Proposals
Questions now need to be put to CSNSW. Where are the changed policies in place to prevent future
drug overdoses in prison? What can we learn from this case? We all need to ensure avoidable
tragedies such as Tracy’s death do not happen again.
Proposals:
1.	The creation of a ‘Deaths in Custody Information Centre’ to accumulate and assist in implementing
the best practices derived from Coronial Recommendations acquired from previous deaths and
Coronial Reports.
2.	CSNSW and JH must create a culture in which their employees respect the human rights of
prisoners. This should be reflected in open and accessible policies and protocols that reflect their
special responsibilities in holding prisoners in their total control, away from the support of their
family and community.
3.	A strict approach to holding health and prison authorities to a high legal duty of care that reflects
the vulnerability of prisoners under the absolute control and responsibility of the State. Also that the
staff personally have that same responsibility, so that there will be a rise to findings of civil liability
and compensation payment to families that will ensure those obligations are respected in the future.
4.	The provision of responsive legal aid for families at inquests, to examine witnesses and use the
‘Deaths in Custody Information Centre’ to enforce effective policies and implement lessons that will
prevent future deaths.
5.	The implementation of ‘peer support’ programs similar to those successfully implemented in
Scotland to give social support to at risk prisoners.
6.	A review of current drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs, guaranteeing access to them as of
right, including harm minimisation programs.
7.	Guaranteed access to education along with the implementation of computers in cells, where
prisoners spend most of their time.
8. A review of the monitoring systems including surveillance cameras in place for at risk prisoners.
9.	
Terminating the use of isolation as a punishment in prison, especially in the case of ‘at-risk’
prisoners. Although it is an easy management tool for administrators, it deprives prisoners access to
positive stimulation and support systems.
10. A review of punishment sanctions when prisoners breach prison rules, to ensure they aren’t
destructive but offer positive direction.
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3. Primary Concerns
1.	Were CSNSW and JH negligent in upholding their duty of care to Tracy, considering their
knowledge of her drug use and previous drug overdoses?
2.	Why was Tracy not being monitored effectively, as it was apparent that she was involved in illegal
drug use in the period prior to her death?
3.	Despite the need for continuous surveillance due to Tracy’s drug use, why was she being held in
the ‘high needs’ isolation facility, where she was ultimately isolated from her support system for a
lengthy period?
4.	Why was Tracy not allowed to pursue her education?

4. Personal Life
Tracy Brannigan was considered an extremely
intelligent and high-spirited woman. She was
respected by other women for her advocacy and
support of fellow female prisoners. As a testament
to her commitment, she was appointed as a
delegate on the Inmate Development Committee
(IDC) at Silverwater Correctional Centre.
Tracy’s death occurred shortly before her 42nd
birthday. She was due to be reviewed for parole
in late March 2013. Tracy was the loving daughter
of Sandra Kelly and Warren Brannigan, and the
fiancée of Jinx D’Amico. Tracy and Jinx D’Amico’s
relationship commenced in 1991, they married
in 1995 and divorced in 2001. In 2011 Jinx had
proposed for the second time to Tracy and they
were to be remarried upon her release.
Tracy was also a devoted mother to three children;
Above: Tracy and her eldest son
five year old Corey-Jack Brannigan, 18 year old Jaidan D’Amico and 24 year old Samantha D’Amico.
Jaidan lives with Tracy’s mother, Sandra Kelley, while Corey-Jack lives with his paternal grandparents.
Tracy saw her two sons regularly throughout the last three years and nine months in prison. The verbal
arrangement had been that the children would be returned to Tracy upon her release – something that
Tracy’s parents supported. However now her sons must grow up without their mother.
CONTACT WITH THE LAW
Tracy’s criminal history dated back to the early 1990s. Tracy was first sentenced to six years
imprisonment commencing on the 23rd April 1998, with a non-parole period of four years. In 2000,
Tracy escaped from the Emu Plains Correctional Centre by stealing the centre’s vehicle. Four weeks
later she was recaptured on the far north coast of NSW. Since then Tracy was an E classification
(escapee) for the duration of her sentence. She tried to reduce this classification but was unsuccessful.
This classification restricted her access to training programs and leave.
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5. Previous Overdoses Whilst In Custody
Drawing upon statements provided by other prisoners, Tracy overdosed on four separate occasions
during her last sentence. One such occasion occurred on the 20th October 2012, when her cellmate,
Esther Matthews, was unable to revive her through mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. The correctional staff
were alerted and excused Esther so they could use the oxygen tank. When the oxygen tank appeared
to be faulty, staff refused to allow Esther to continue resuscitation.
It was Esther’s determination to save Tracy which prompted her to ignore their orders and proceed with
CPR until the oxygen tank began to function. The situation then further escalated when Tracy was still
not responding. Consequently, Tracy was administered an injection of adrenaline to ensure her survival.
This event was recorded by, both the prison authorities, and JH staff.
Tracy was not allowed to participate in any drug and/or alcohol rehabilitation programs during the three
years and nine months served. She was prohibited as a sanction after the incident between her and the
drug and alcohol worker at Silverwater.
Tracy requested to be moved from Silverwater Correctional Centre to Dillwynia Correctional Centre in
order to have access to additional programs. However, she never had access to these programs.

6. Education: Time Better Spent
Tracy was taken out of education classes for asking an “inappropriate question” regarding a male
officer, however she was a strong advocate of education in prisons as well as computers in cells.
She had a leadership position amongst women in Dillwynia and was respected by all. Whilst at
Silverwater Women’s Correctional Centre, she was elected to be a delegate of the Inmate Development
Committee.
Tracy constantly complained about the lack of full-time positions for women in education at Silverwater
Correctional Complex (previously Mulawa). There was only a librarian and an assistant. In addition,
computer classes as well as classes in pottery, cooking and English as a second language were
extremely limited. There would often be two classes running at the same time with only one officer. This
meant only 15 out of 270 prisoners at Silverwater could attend class at any one time.
Tracy wanted to get a business degree and wished to set up her own business upon release. She
had applied to the Department of Education on multiple occasions but was continuously rejected. Her
mother, Sandra Kelly offered to pay, but she still was not given permission to do it.
With the immense potential and strong motivation that she had, Tracy would have achieved great
progress and raised her morale if she had continual access to educational classes and a computer in
her cell over the past three years and nine months.
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7. Corrective Services NSW and Justice Health Duty of Care
It is a well-established principle of law that custodial authorities, including CSNSW employees, have
a duty of care to prisoners where it is foreseeable that, risk of injury to a specific prisoner, or other
prisoners, will occur. This principle is based on the fact that prisoners are prevented from controlling
their own lives or receiving support from family members or the community. Prison authorities hold total
control and responsibility. This principle is enshrined in Section 8.27 ‘Duty of Care’ of the Corrective
Services NSW Operations Manual. The document outlines that CSNSW has a duty of care to prevent
injury to inmates arising out of, among other things, self-harm.
As such, there was an obvious failure by CSNSW to observe their duty of care in regards to Tracy
Brannigan. Her death was primarily the result of prison employees’ failure to intervene when it should
have been clear that Tracy was under the influence of drugs, monitor her state and provide her with
proper care.
Further authority for this can be found in the findings of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths
in Custody (1987- 1991). Commissioner Elliott Johnston, wrote in the Final Report of the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, that,
“A custodian owes a duty to a prisoner to take reasonable care for his or her safety. The
existence of the duty of care is fundamentally associated with the fact that, by definition, a
person in custody has been taken from his or her ordinary environment, cut off from normal
sources of assistance… and made dependent for all requirements upon the custodial
authority… The duty of care owed by custodians… extends to the provision of proper medical
care, whether requested by the prisoner or not.” (Johnston 1991)
Hence, it is clear that Corrective Services NSW and Justice Health were obliged to provide Tracy with
adequate medical treatment for her drug problems when they first became aware of them.
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8. Previous examples of avoidable Deaths In Custody:
There is a long line of deaths in custody before Tracy, with Coroners expressing stern criticisms of
Corrective Services NSW and Justice Health. Despite explicit criticisms and recommendations, as
evidenced below, no effective changes have been implemented. Other examples of criticism include the
deaths of Scott Simpson and Craig Behr, Michael Heatley.
THE DEATH OF MARK STEPHEN HOLCROFT
•	Death by heart attack in a prison van travelling from Bathurst to Mannus Correctional Centre on 27
August 2009.
•	Despite the other prisoners in the van banging on the inside of the van in an attempt to get the
attention of the prison officers in the front, for a period of 20 to 45 minutes, the van did not stop until
it reached Mannus at which point Mr Holcroft was then already dead.
•	The Coroner’s findings raised significant issues regarding NSW Corrective Services’ commitment to
the welfare and human rights of prisoners.
As the death of Mark Holcroft occurred whilst he was being transported between Correctional Centres
by the CSNSW, the inquest into his case raises issues mostly relevant to the conditions of CSNSW
transport vehicles, the provision of adequate two-way communication and adequate supervision in
those vehicles. Despite this, the Holcroft Inquest raises many issues relevant to the death of Tracy
Brannigan. It addressed the need for CSNSW officers to exercise proper care, in relation to the health
and welfare of prisoners, and the issue of the lack of supervision of at-risk prisoners. Both of these
deaths in custody could have been prevented had the prisoners been adequately monitored and had
alert mechanisms been in place.
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Similarities to Tracy’s Case:
(i)	Mr Holcroft reported to Justice Health nurses that he had chest pains a week before his transfer.
Tests were performed but the results were misread.
	In Tracy’s case, despite the fact that the CSNSW was aware of her state of health (i.e. the fact
that she was visibly affected by drugs, on sanctions, was clearly supervised on visits and was
continuously targeted for urine tests) leading up to her death on Monday 25th February, no action
was taken.
(ii)	Expert evidence given at the inquest indicated that his death was preventable because if the tests
were properly interpreted, he should have been immediately hospitalised, and would have been
treated successfully.
	Despite Tracy having been subjected to targeted urine tests in the months leading up to her death,
CSNSW failed to test her in the five days leading up to her death despite her being visibly under the
influence of drugs.
(iii)	The coroner found that Mr Holcroft’s death was primarily the result of the failure of Justice Health to
provide him with proper care.
	According to the Holcroft Inquest, further precautions should have been taken by the prisons
to ensure that at risk prisoners were carefully monitored and could alert the prison guards for
assistance when required. It is apparent that the same can be said in Tracy’s case.
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9. Media Interest

Above: Sanda Kelly and Carlos D’Amico (Tracy’s mother and partner) leaving the inquest hearingPhoto by Edwina Pickles, The Sydney Morning Herald:
http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/tracylee-brannigan-inquest-coroner-calls-for-random-drug-sweeps-at-lockdown20140616-zs925.html

The Tracy Brannigan Report, distributed by JA, brought Tracy’s case to the media’s attention. The
inquest was covered by the NSW Sydney Morning Herald NSW, ABC news and the ABC’s TV program;
7:30 Report. Journalists appeared to share the same concerns previously expressed by JA, regarding
the inquest and the responsibility of Corrective Services NSW for Tracy’s death in their custody.
A copy of the ABC’s TV 7:30 Report program video and transcript can be found at:
‘How are drugs getting into Australian Prisons?’
www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2014/s4021822.htm.
Some reports conducted by the Sydney Morning Herald and the ABC can be found at the following
websites:
-

Baillie, R 2014. ‘Coroner to investigate how prisoner Tracy Lee Brannigan died of heroin overdose’,

ABC News, 10 June, www.abc.net.au/news/2014-06-09/coroner-to-investigate-how-prisoner-died-ofheroin-overdose/5510814.
-

Olding, R 2014. ‘Prisoner Tracy Brannigan died during cell drug party, inquest hears’, Sydney

Morning Herald, 10 June, www.smh.com.au/nsw/prisoner-tracy-brannigan-died-during-cell-drug-partyinquest-hears-20140610-39ugc.html.
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10. The Events Leading Up To The Inquest
The Brannigan family appealed to JA to ensure there would be a full inquiry into Tracy’s death to
prevent similar instances in Australian women’s prisons. To this end, JA sought full access to the brief,
which contained detailed information on the witnesses called and the evidence they were to give at the
inquest. It had been passed from the Coroner’s Advocate to Public Interest Advocacy Centre (PIAC)
lawyers who were nominated by JA to assist the family.
Communication with PIAC started when Kat Armstrong, the Director of the Women in Prison Advocacy
Network (WIPAN) first rang PIAC’s solicitor, Peter Dodd, and asked for assistance in the investigation
of Tracy Brannigan’s death. Following this, Ms Armstrong requested PIAC to represent Tracy’s family
in the upcoming inquest. PIAC advised that they would have to check with senior management and
confirm if Tracy’s matter was of sufficient public interest. Ms Armstrong provided PIAC with the draft of
the JA Tracy Brannigan Action Plan.
Soon after PIAC contacted Ms Armstrong requesting the contact details of Tracy’s family. Ms Armstrong
contacted Tracy’s mother Sandra Kelly and Tracy’s partner, Jinx D’Amico, asking permission to provide
PIAC with their details and then passed them on.
Also at this time, JA was speaking regularly with Sandra Kelly and Jackie Kelly (Tracy’s aunt) regarding
PIAC being the lawyers who would be representing them.
Below is the history of PIAC lawyers and the Coronial Advocate, police officer Sheldon Korneluk’s both
working together to prevent a proper examination of Tracy’s death.
After numerous emails and phone calls between JA, PIAC and the Coronial Advocate leading up to the
inquest, JA was promised on three occasions easy access to the three folders from the CSNSW and
one folder from Justice Health that constituted the brief. These folders included the statements from
prisoners, nurses employed by Justice Health, experts and prison officer witnesses. Had JA been given
access to this information it would have enabled prisoners or family members to be called as witnesses
and made possible a comprehensive cross-examination with an understanding of Dillwynia and its
cultural environment.
Access to the folders was first meant to occur at an appointment with the PIAC solicitor, Jane Leibowitz,
on the morning of Wednesday the 14th May 2014. JA never got to see the brief prepared for the inquest
nor did any family representatives. A string of emails over two weeks evidenced this, as detailed below.
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During this wait for access, Tracy’s family told JA that PIAC had demanded $25,000 to represent
them. The basis for this charge was that Tracy’s mother, Sandra, owned her own house. The family
was shocked by this cost of the legal examination of their daughter’s death. JA said they would get a
pro bono legal team if necessary and notified the Coronial Advocate of PIAC’s demand. After PIAC
protested that the issue was between them and Tracy’s family, PIAC finally charged no money for
representing the family at the inquest.
Despite the May 14 agreement to show JA the brief, PIAC abruptly withdrew it on the morning of the
appointment, referring the request to the Coroner. JA asked many times over two weeks for permission
from the Coroner’s office to inspect the brief. In one of the responses the Coronial Advocate, police
officer Sheldon Korneluk stated, “I would also caution you as to the content of your emails… There
can be an inference drawn that you are referring to either me or the court as having a lack of integrity
with regards to death in custody matters”. After quoting sections of the Coroner’s Act 2009 and placing
significant pressure on the Coronial Advocate, the Coroner granted access in writing to JA but only if
PIAC permitted it.
However, PIAC demonstrated that they still did not want to reveal the brief to JA as it would have
changed their job entirely from a passive perfunctory one to an active role under pressure to get
results. It became clear that they intended to deny access from the beginning and the requirement
for permission from the Coroner was a step they perhaps expected JA would not take. Tracy’s family
understood the tension and wanted JA to inspect the brief and support them, so they could obtain best
result for their daughter. PIAC stated in an email dated the 21st May 2014 that they, not JA, was acting
for the family and that they, “cannot act in partnership with Justice Action in this process” and they,
“are not in a position to facilitate access to the brief”. Finally, after a clear instruction from the Coronial
Advocate that PIAC could show JA the brief, on the 26th May 2014 PIAC went back to the Coronial
Advocate and then received a clear declaration that they were specifically, “not permitted to give JA
access to the brief (even if PIAC themselves were present)”.
JA informed PIAC that it would be focusing on Tracy’s situation as a case study to also illustrate
prisoners’ problems with the lack of responsive legal support. In a response dated two weeks prior to
the inquest, PIAC declared that they, “Wouldn’t engage in further discussions or correspondence with
them (JA) about access to the brief”. There was no further contact between JA and PIAC from this
point.
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When JA approached PIAC’s Director Ed Santow, principal solicitor Alexis Goodstone and Jane
Leibowitz after the inquest for a discussion about “issues and tensions” around Tracy and deaths in
custody, PIAC said that they had other commitments. When PIAC was given the chance to respond to
this document, they asked to remove all criticism of their behaviour, and declined to discuss any ways
they could improve the delivery of their services. They clearly felt no obligation to justify their behaviour
or be accountable. This was consistent with our previous contacts with other cases in which they were
involved.

11. The Inquest Proceedings
The Coronial Inquest into Tracy Brannigan’s death began on the 10th of June 2014, a little over a year
after her death. The inquest lasted two days and the findings were handed down on the 16th of June
to an audience of family and friends, including some who had travelled interstate to hear the evidence.
The proceedings were presided over by Deputy Coroner, Paul MacMahon. Four legal representatives
were present as advocates for various interested parties. Mr P Bush appeared on behalf of the Coroner.
Mr S Griffiths appeared on behalf of Corrections NSW. Mr R Mathur appeared on behalf of Justice
Health & Forensic Mental Health Network of NSW. Ms Jane Leibowitz of PIAC appeared for Tracy’s
family. Three of the four advocates present appeared on the behalf of State Government bodies. Ed
Santow, the Director of PIAC and Alexis Goodstone, PIAC’s senior solicitor also attended on the first
day.
The formal purpose of the inquest was to determine the cause of Tracy’s death and generate potential
ways of preventing future deaths in custody. Furthermore, it had to be established whether Tracy was
properly cared for by CSNSW officers prior to her being placed in her cell on the night of her death.
There were many important issues in contention in the inquiry, particularly in light of the fact that Tracy
was already on sanctions due to suspected drug use.
These issues included whether Tracy was showing obvious signs of intoxication that were ignored prior
to lockdown in her cell for the night; whether there was any cell search performed before her lockdown;
why four syringes were found in her cell after her death; why Tracy was placed in a cell with another
drug user and why her cell was not monitored. Tracy was already on sanctions due to suspected drug
use.
At the beginning of the inquest hearings, Tracy was introduced in a pejorative and insulting manner that
was prejudicial for the purpose of the inquest. She was described as a ‘career criminal’ who ‘swapped
sex for drugs’. Not only was this disrespectful to the deceased and her family, it was also an attempt to
illustrate Tracy’s life as a life worth little value and subsequently, that her death was no loss.
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It would be a clear violation of corrective services procedures for an intoxicated person to be placed
in their cell rather than being referred for a medical examination and treatment by a Justice Health
nurse. As the Coroner noted in his report, if, “Corrections officers knowingly failed to take Tracy
for assessment and observation, it would be necessary to consider making recommendations that
disciplinary action be commenced against such correction officers”.
Dr John Ellard, former Commissioner of the NSW Department of Corrective Services, long ago openly
stated that prison administrators find that drugs make a quiet and easily managed jail (The Australian,
2/03/85). Furthermore, women are susceptible to drugs as a way of coping with the frustration and
hopelessness of the prison environment and the guilt of losing their children.
Two personal friends of Tracy gave evidence that she was clearly intoxicated. Kat Armstrong, director of
the Women in Prison Advocacy Network visited Tracy on the afternoon prior to her death. Ms Armstrong
spent about 20 minutes with Tracy during which she formed the opinion that Tracy was obviously
under the influence of some substance. In her statement to police on the 4th of March 2013, Ms.
Armstrong stated that she believed Tracy’s condition was so obvious there was no need for a specific
notification to corrective services staff. Ms. Armstrong engaged in some loud discussion with Tracy that
she expected would draw attention to Tracy’s condition and have someone show concern for her. She
also indirectly raised her concerns with a corrections officer on her way out after the visit. To directly
complain and have Tracy held in a dry cell, as a consequence of her intervention, would have been a
breach of Tracy’s trust.
The video recording of the visit was presented during the inquest. Tracy’s mother, partner and a friend
(the people that knew her the best) said loudly at the public hearing after seeing the footage that Tracy
was clearly “stoned” and “off her face”. Lauren Ironside, Tracy’s cellmate, gave evidence of her firsthand account of Tracy’s drug-induced state when she was returned to her cell for the night.
Presenting counter evidence were five corrections officers that had contact with Tracy during both
visitations and as she was being escorted to her cell. All five officers stated that there were no signs
Tracy was affected by drugs. The officers asserted that their training and experience gave them the
ability to easily identify which inmates were intoxicated. After Ms Leibowitz called this ability into doubt,
CSNSW called its witness Dr Judith Perl, an expert on the issue of forensic pharmacology.
Dr Perl, examined CCTV footage of Ms Armstrong’s visit and conversation with Tracy. Although Dr Perl
didn’t know Tracy personally and the video had no sound, she gave her opinion that Tracy was not
affected by drugs at the time of the visit.
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12. Inquest Findings And Recommendations
Deputy Coroner McMahon accepted the evidence of Dr. Perl and the corrections officers. McMahon
made no mention in his report, that four syringes were found in Tracy’s cell and apportioned no blame
to CSNSW staff. This, together with other factors, creates justifiable doubts about the value of the
report. McMahon never examined the history of similar cases or previous Coroner’s recommendations.
He ignored the clear lack of support for Tracy despite her obvious needs and potential.
Coroner MacMahon discredited the two first-hand witnesses. He asserted that if Ms Armstrong had
really thought Tracy was under the influence of a drug at the time of the visit, she would have made a
more obvious complaint. In her statement to police, Ms Armstrong made it clear that she had no desire
to “dob in” her friend. The Coroner postulated that Ms Armstrong’s account of the events may have
been flavoured by her “misguided agenda of trying to improve the lot of females in custody”. To place
the evidence of a first hand witness on a lower footing simply because that person is connected to a
social justice organisation is insulting in the extreme. Another first-hand witness, Ms Ironside, was found
in the report to be a, “most unsatisfactory witness”. The Coroner regarded her statement at the inquest
as a matter of speculation that is “clearly wrong”.
It was put to the Coroner that Tracy was not given sufficient access to education and rehabilitation
opportunities. For several months prior to her death, Tracy was subject to sanctions that prevented
her from undertaking in these opportunities due to a prior breach of prison rules. The Coroner gave no
recommendations, responding to this suggestion with the assertion that such measures would have had
no effect as Tracy had no desire to recover from her addiction. The Coroner relied on evidence from
Justice Health staff indicating that Tracy was uncooperative and resisted any attempts to assist her with
her addiction.
In his findings Mr MacMahon referred to the records of Tracy’s interaction with Justice Health.
However, Tracy’s family and JA never had access to these documents to challenge the statements with
contradicting evidence. Tracy’s family and friends often heard her describe her struggles to overcome
her addiction and her statements that she received no support from the prison or health staff. The
fact is that there was no independent witness not having a personal interest, who claimed that Tracy
didn’t want to overcome her addiction. Moreover, preventing educational opportunities gave Tracy no
productive outlet and left her frustrated with no good use for her time.
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The second appeal for a recommendation was that, as a known drug user, Tracy’s cell should have
been searched more frequently and monitored. The Coroner was satisfied that Tracy’s cell had been
searched the day before her death and failed to comment on the presence of the four syringes. The
Coroner refused to recommend a system of random cell monitoring for inmates with drug problems
on the basis that this kind of practice could violate their right to privacy and their dignity. He expressed
the opinion that it would counter the preparation of inmates for release into the community but offered
nothing positive for that purpose. The suggestion that a full-body scanner should be implemented at
Dillwynia was dismissed.
The third recommendation was to train Corrective Services officers in identifying inmates who are
influenced by drugs or alcohol. The Coroner said he didn’t find any indication during the inquest that
would suggest such training is needed and consequently no recommendation was provided.
The Coroner referred to media attention, specifically the ABC’s, 7:30 Report. He said that the program
broadcast comments made by Ms Armstrong to be “not credible” when they were repeated at the
inquest as evidence. He said the broadcast of these comments, prior to him rejecting them as evidence,
“could have” adversely affected the public’s opinion of corrections officers which “is a most unfortunate
outcome”. It is a concern when attempts at public discussion of such serious issues are criticised on
these grounds.
The Coronial findings did not bring justice for Tracy and her family. The inquest did not address any
of the unmet recommendations from previous Inquests. That preparatory work was not done. The
only recommendation made was that “consideration should be given to the implementation of random
searches in cells at, or shortly after, the afternoon lockdown with particular attention being given to cells
occupied by inmates that are known, or reasonably suspected, to be users of illicit substances whilst
in custody”. The inquest failed to address the real issues of neglect and lack of compassion, and the
lawyers were exposed as part of the problem. NSW Corrective Services issued two media releases
(see below) placed on their website claiming to be exonerated and have instituted no changes
Coroners Finding and Media coverage of the death of Tracylee Brannigan’,
www.correctiveservices.nsw.gov.au/news/correction-of-incorrect-media-reports-on-tracy-leebrannigan-inquest
‘Correction of incorrect media reports on Tracy Lee Brannigan inquest’
www.correctiveservices.nsw.gov.au/news/correction-of-incorrect-media-reports-on-tracy-leebrannigan-inquest).
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13. Could Tracy’s Death Have Been Prevented?
CSNSW and JH failed to exercise a proper duty of care at a number of pivotal points during Tracy’s
custody:
•

Failure to implement drug rehabilitation and/or a treatment plan

	Failure to recognise the need for and provide coordinated, ongoing and proactive management of
Tracy Brannigan.
•

Failure to keep adequate records and to exchange vital information between relevant staff

	This includes a lack of records of Tracy’s prior overdose and any reporting of her drug affected state
in the time leading up to her death.
•

Inappropriate security classification and cell placement

	
Despite being aware of Tracy being under the influence of drugs (as evidenced by her being
required to wear overalls, being supervised at the front and sides by prison guards, being required
to sit at the front of the visits area under the surveillance cameras and her physical state during
her last visit on Sunday 24th February) she was placed in isolation in the ‘high needs’ area of
the prison, as a sanction. As a result she died of an overdose. Implementation of a ‘peer support’
program similar to that of the Overdose Prevention Program implemented in Scotland would
reduce the likelihood of death of ‘at-risk prisoners’ - similar to that of Tracy’s - from happening
again. If all inmates are trained and packs are made available to prisoners, deaths resulting from
overdoses could be significantly reduced.
•

No positive expression for her energy and time.

	Tracy was left with frustration and a desire to lessen the pain as detailed in her many letters to JA
and visits from family and friends.

Contact Justice Action:
Trades Hall, Suite 204, 4 Goulburn St,
Sydney NSW 2000, Australia
PO Box 386, Broadway NSW 2007, Australia

ph: 612 9283 0123 fax: 612 9283 0112
email: ja@justiceaction.org.au
www.justiceaction.org.au

The Scottish Highland overdose prevention programme was introduced into Scottish prisons to curb the amount
of deaths due to overdose post-release. The programme delivers overdose prevention services to those at risk,
as well as their friends and family members, and staff that work with them. Prisoners who are identified as ‘at risk’
were trained during their time in prison and upon their release were given a take-home naxalone pack to be used
in the event of an opiate overdose. <http://www.overdosepreventionalliance.org/2013/02/the-scottish-highlandoverdose.html>

